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Abstract— Superconducting rapid single-ﬂuxquantum (RSFQ) circuit is a promising candidate
for circuit technology in the post-Moore era. RSFQ
digital circuits operate with pulse logic and are
usually composed of clocked gates. We have proposed
clockless gates, which can reduce the hardware
amount of a circuit drastically. In this paper, we
ﬁrst discuss logic functions realizable using clockless
gates. We show that all the 0-preserving functions
can be realized using the existing clockless gates,
i.e., AND, OR, and NIMPLY (not-imply) gates. We
then propose a circuit architecture composed of both
clocked gates and clockless gates.

I.

Introduction

Superconducting rapid single-ﬂux-quantum (RSFQ)
circuit technology is a promising candidate for circuit
technology in the post-Moore era [1]. It uses quantized
voltage pulses and magnetic ﬂux quanta for digital data
generation and memorization. A Josephson junction, an
active device in RSFQ circuit technology, switches quickly
in a few picoseconds and dissipates a little switching energy less than 10−19 J [2]. In RSFQ digital circuits, logic
values of 1 and 0 are usually represented by the presence
and the absence of a data pulse, respectively, between two
consecutive clock pulses. Therefore, ordinary logic gates
have a clock input and are called clocked gates. Most
RSFQ circuits consist of clocked gates [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
A clocked gate has a latching function, which stores
the data until a clock pulse arrives. The latching function of clocked gates leads to a deep-pipelined circuit,
called a gate-level-pipelined circuit [8]. The number of
pipeline stages, i.e., the pipeline depth, of a gate-levelpipelined circuit is the same as its logic level. A deep
pipeline achieves a very high clock frequency. However, it
requires a large circuit area because of a large number of
delay ﬂip-ﬂops (DFFs) for path-balancing [9].
We have proposed clockless gates in [10]. A clockless
gate is a logic gate without a clock input and does not have
a latching function. When clockless gates are used instead
of some of the clocked gates in a circuit, the pipeline depth

and the area occupied by a clock distribution network are
reduced. The reduction of the pipeline depth leads to a
fewer DFFs for path-balancing and a smaller circuit area.
A clockless AND gate and a clockless NIMPLY gate was
proposed in [10]. A NIMPLY (not-imply) gate is an AND
gate with one inverted input, which implements x∧¬y. A
conﬂuence buﬀer [1], which merges a pulse from its inputs
to its output, can be used as a clockless OR gate.
A clockless gate realizes only a 0-preserving logic function, which outputs 0 from the input value of all 0s, because it cannot produce a pulse from no pulse arrival. It
is known that any logic function generated from a set of
0-preserving logic functions is 0-preserving [11, 12]. Thus,
a circuit composed of clockless gates realizes 0-preserving
logic functions.
In this paper, we ﬁrst discuss two-input 0-preserving
functions. Next, we show that all the 0-preserving functions can be generated from {AND, OR, NIMPLY}. We
then propose a circuit architecture composed of both
clocked gates and clockless gates. It implements a circuit
with a register and a combinational circuit. The function of the register is realized by the latching function of
the clocked gates. The combinational circuit is realized
by the logic function of the clocked gates and that of the
clockless gates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Clockless
gates are explained in Section II. Logic functions realized
using clockless gates are discussed in Section III. A circuit
architecture composed of both clocked gates and clockless
gates is proposed in Section IV. The paper is concluded
in Section V.

II.

Clockless gates

In RSFQ digital circuits, logic values of 1 and 0 are usually represented by the presence and the absence of a data
pulse, respectively, between two consecutive clock pulses.
Ordinary logic gates for RSFQ circuits are clocked gates.
A clocked gate produces an output pulse, if any, from a
pulse arrival at its clock input as shown in Fig. 1(a). A
clocked gate has a latching function, which stores the data
until a clock pulse arrives. In the CONNECT cell library
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for RSFQ circuits [13], there exist a clocked buﬀer, i.e.,
a delay ﬂip-ﬂop (DFF), a clocked inverter and clocked
AND, OR, XOR, NOR and NAND gates.
A clockless gate is a logic gate without a clock input.
It produces an output pulse, if any, from a pulse arrival
at its data input as shown in Fig. 1(b). A clockless gate
has timing constraints that require close pulse arrivals
at its inputs. We proposed a clockless AND gate and a
clockless NIMPLY gate in [10]. A conﬂuence buﬀer [1],
which merges a pulse from its inputs to its output, can
be used as a clockless OR gate. Clockless AND and OR
gates with higher input skew tolerance were proposed in
[14].




































Fig. 1. (a) Clocked OR gate and (b) clockless OR gate

A circuit composed of only clocked gates has a gatelevel-pipeline whose pipeline depth is the same as its
logic level. It requires a large number of DFFs for pathbalancing [9]. For example, the 4-bit carry-lookahead
adder that we designed includes 20 clocked logic gates
and 25 DFFs for path-balancing, and its logic level was
6 as shown in Fig. 2(a). Hence, the clock distribution
network has 45 sinks. Its pipeline depth is 6.
When we designed a 4-bit carry-lookahead adder with
two pipeline stages using clocked gates and clockless gates,
it includes 12 clocked logic gates, 10 clockless gates and 4
DFFs as shown in Fig. 2(b). Its clock distribution network
has 16 sinks. A few DFFs for path-balancing and a small
clock distribution network leads to a small area.

III.

Fig. 2. (a) 4-bit carry-lookahead adder using clocked gates with 6
pipeline stages and (b) 4-bit carry-lookahead adder using both
clocked gates and clockless gates with 2 pipeline stages

Logic functions realized using clockless
gates

A clockless gate produces an output pulse, if any, from a
pulse arrival at its data input. Therefore, a clockless gate
realizes a 0-preserving function, which outputs 0 from the
input value of all 0s. It is known that a logic function
generated from a set of 0-preserving logic functions is 0preserving [11, 12].
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We consider clockless gates with two-inputs. The twoinput 0-preserving functions are AND (x ∧ y), OR (x ∨ y),
NIMPLY (x  y = x ∧ ¬y and x  y = ¬x ∧ y) and XOR
(x ⊕ y).
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss two-input 0-preserving
functions. Then, we show that all the 0-preserving functions can be generated from {AND, OR, NIMPLY}.

TABLE III
Two-input logic functions generated from the subsets of
{AND, OR, NIMPLY, XOR} including one function
set

A. Two-input 0-preserving functions
From {AND}, OR, NIMPLY and XOR cannot be generated. From {OR}, AND, NIMPLY and XOR cannot be
generated. From {XOR}, AND, OR and NIMPLY cannot
be generated.
From {NIMPLY}, AND can be generated as follows:
x ∧ y = x  (x  y).

(1)

Tables I and II show all the two-input logic functions that
can be generated from {NIMPLY}. Note that 0 = x 
x. In Table I, the entry of row x and column x  y is
x  (x  y) = x ∧ y. OR and XOR cannot be generated
from {NIMPLY}.
Table III lists two-input 0-preserving functions generated from {AND}, {OR}, {NIMPLY} and {XOR}.
TABLE I
Two-input logic functions generated from {NIMPLY}
(row  column)
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No
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monotonically increasing [11, 12]. Therefore, from {AND,
OR}, NIMPLY and XOR cannot be generated.
The two-input logic functions generated from {AND,
NIMPLY} are the same as those generated from
{NIMPLY}.
From {AND, XOR}, OR and NIMPLY can be generated as follows:

x∧y x∧y

xy xy

0

0

xy

0

xy

0

0

xy

x  y = x ⊕ (x ∧ y).

(3)

From {OR, NIMPLY}, XOR can be generated as follows:
x ⊕ y = (x  y) ∨ (x  y).
(4)

x  y = (x ∨ y) ⊕ y,

(5)

x ∧ y = (x ∨ y) ⊕ (x ⊕ y).

(6)

AND can be generated by Eq.(1)
Table IV lists two-input 0-preserving functions generated from the subsets of {AND, OR, NIMPLY, XOR}
including two functions.
From any subset of {AND, OR, NIMPLY, XOR} including three functions, e.g., {AND, OR, NIMPLY}, all
the two-input 0-preserving functions can be generated.
Recall that AND, OR and NIMPLY exist as clockless
gates for RSFQ digital circuits.

x∧y xy xy

0

(2)

From {NIMPLY, XOR}, OR can be generated as follows:
x ∨ y = x ⊕ (x  y).
(7)

xy

0

x ∨ y = (x ∧ y) ⊕ (x ⊕ y),

and AND,

TABLE II
Two-input logic functions generated from {NIMPLY}
(row ∧ column)
∧

Yes

{OR}

0
x

xy xy

{AND}

AND can be generated by Eq.(1).
From {OR, XOR}, NIMPLY and AND can be generated as follows:

x∧y xy xy

xy xy x∧y

AND OR NIMPLY XOR

Next, we consider two-input logic functions generated
from the subsets of {AND, OR, NIMPLY, XOR} including two functions, i.e., {AND, OR}, {AND, NIMPLY}, {AND, XOR}, {OR, NIMPLY}, {OR, XOR} and
{NIMPLY, XOR}.
Since AND and OR are monotonically increasing functions, the logic functions generated from {AND, OR} are

B.

Logic functions generated from {AND, OR, NIMPLY}

As previously mentioned, from {AND, OR, NIMPLY},
only 0-preserving logic functions can be generated. Here,
we prove that all the 0-preserving functions can be generated from {AND, NIMPLY, OR}.
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TABLE IV
Two-input logic functions generated from the subsets of
{AND, OR, NIMPLY, XOR} including two functions
set

AND OR NIMPLY XOR

{AND, OR}

Yes Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

{AND, XOR}

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

{OR, NIMPLY}

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

{OR, XOR}

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

{NIMPLY, XOR}

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

{AND, NIMPLY}

A value of the input variables X of a logic function is
expressed by
i = {∀xl ∈ X1 , ∀xm ∈ X0 , xl = 1, xm = 0}

gates which implements a circuit that integrates a register on the input side and a combinational circuit. As
shown in Fig.3, it is composed of a column of clocked
gates and a succeeding block of clockless gates. The function of the register is realized by the latching function of
the clocked gates in the column and the function of the
combinational circuit is realized by the logic function of
these clocked gates and the logic function of the clockless gates in the block. In the architecture, the ﬁrst level
consists of clocked gates and the second and subsequent
levels consist of clockless gates.
The 4-bit carry-lookahead adder in Fig. 2 were designed
in the architecture. Each of the pipeline stages is composed of a column of clocked gates and a succeeding block
of clockless gates.

(8)

where X1 is the set of the input variables that are 1 and
X0 is the set of the input variables that are 0. We assume
i is not all 0s, in other words, X1 is not an empty set.
A 0-preserving function that outputs 1 from an input
value i is expressed by

1 (if X = i)
gi =
(9)
0 (the other cases)
gi can be generated by

xl )  (
gi = (
∀xl ∈X1





xm ).










  


(10)

∀xm ∈X0

An arbitrary 0-preserving function is expressed by

1 (if X = i ∈ I)
(11)
fI =
0 (the other cases)
where I is a set of arbitrary input values except all 0s.
fI can be generated by

gi .
(12)
fI =
∀i∈I

2
Note that {AND, XOR}, {OR, NIMPLY}, {OR, XOR}
and {NIMPLY, XOR} are the minimal sets of the
two-input 0-preserving functions from which all the 0preserving functions can be generated.
IV.



 

A circuit architecture composed of
clocked and clockless gates

When a synchronous system such as a microprocessor
is realized by a CMOS circuit, the calculation (processing) in one cycle is performed by a combinational circuit
sandwiched between registers. Here, we propose a circuit architecture using both clocked gates and clockless

Fig. 3. Proposed circuit architecture composed of a column of
clocked gates and a succeeding block of clockless gates

Since only a 0-preserving function can be realized using clockless gates, it is necessary to develop a new logic
design method for designing a circuit in this architecture. A circuit in this architecture can be designed by
the following four steps. (1) For each non-0-preserving
logic function in a given combinational logic, we ﬁnd an
input value for which the logic function outputs 0 and
replace the logic function into a 0-preserving logic function by negating some of its input variables based on
the found input value. (2) We construct an and-inverter
graph (AIG) from the combinational logic composed of
the 0-preserving logic functions. (3) We map the primaryinput nodes into DFFs and clocked inverters, and map the
AIG nodes into AND, NIMPLY and OR gates. (4) We
merge logic gates with DFFs and/or clocked inverters and
replace them with clocked gates, if possible.
In step (1), given a combinational logic, we replace each
non-0-preserving logic function into a 0-preserving logic
function by nagating some of its input variables. The
given combinational logic is expressed by CL = {F, X},
where F is a set of logic functions and X is a set of input
variables. For each f ∈ F , if f is non-0-preserving, we
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ﬁnd an input value for which f outputs 0. The found
input value is expressed by
if = {∀xl ∈ X1 , ∀xm ∈ X0 , xl = 1, xm = 0}

 



 



(13)

where X1 ∪ X0 is X. Then, we replace f into a 0preserving logic function f  by negating every variables
in X1 . The set of input variables of f  is expressed by
Yf  = X0 ∪ X1 where X1 is a set of the negated input
variables, {y = ¬xl |xl ∈ X1 }. As a result, the given
combinational logic is replaced by the combinational logic

CL = {F  , Y }, where
 F is a set of 0-preserving logic
functions and Y = Yf  ∈F  is a set of the input variables
of CL . |Y | is greater than or equal |X| and less than or
equal 2|X|. The large size of Y can result in the large
circuit area.
In step (2), we construct an AIG representing CL . An
AIG is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes have either 0
or 2 incoming edges [15, 16, 17]. A node with no incoming edges is a primary input (PI). A node with 2 incoming edges represents a two-input AND. An edge is either
complemented or not. A complemented edge indicates an
inverter. An edge with no destination node represents a
primary output (PO). The combinational logic of an arbitrary Boolean network can be represented by an AIG
[18].
In step (3), we ﬁrst map every PI node in the constructed AIG into a DFF or a clocked inverter. A PI
node representing an input variable of CL is mapped into
a DFF. A PI node representing a negated input variable
in step (1) is mapped into a clocked inverter. Next, we
map every AIG node into an AND, a NIMPLY or an
OR gate from the PIs to the POs. An unmapped node
whose inputs are connected to a PI or a mapped node
is mapped into a logic gate by adopting the following
rules as shown in Fig. 4. (a) A node with two noncomplemented incoming edges is mapped into an AND
gate. (b) A node with one non-complemented incoming
edge and one complemented incoming edge is mapped into
a NIMPLY gate and the complemented incoming edge is
replaced by a non-complemented edge. (c) A node with
two complemented incoming edges is mapped into an OR
gate and the complemented incoming edges are replaced
by non-complemented edges. Its outgoing edges are inverted. In other words, a non-complemented outgoing
edge is replaced by a complemented edge, and vice versa.
This mapping procedure is iterated until all the nodes are
mapped. When the mapping is done, all the PO edges
in the mapping result are non-complemented because the
PO edges in the AIG represent 0-preserving logic functions.
In step (4), we merge AND, NIMPLY and OR gates
with DFFs and/or clocked inverters and replace them
with clocked gates, if possible, as shown in Fig. 5. By
using clocked gates, e.g., clocked AND, OR and EXOR
gates, a circuit is optimized in terms of the numbers of
clocked gates and clockless gates and the maximum level







Fig. 4. Mapping an AIG node into a logic gate: (a) mapping a
node with two non-complemented incoming edges into an AND,
(b) mapping a node with one non-complemented incoming edge
and one complemented incoming edge into a NIMPLY and (c)
mapping a node with two complemented incoming edges into an
OR with inverted outgoing edges

of clockless gates. A logic gate whose inputs are connected to DFFs and/or clocked inverters is a candidate
to be merged.






Fig. 5. Merging an OR gate with DFFs and replacing them with a
clocked OR gate

V.

Conclusion

A clockless gate realizes only a 0-preserving function
because it cannot produce a pulse from no pulse arrival. Therefore, the logic functions realized using clockless gates are 0-preserving. We have discussed two-input
0-preserving functions. Then, we have shown all the 0preserving functions can be generated from a set of the
existing clockless gates, AND, OR and NIMPLY.
We proposed a circuit architecture composed of a column of clocked gates and a block of clockless gates. In
the proposed architecture, a clocked inverter is important
because only a 0-preserving function can be realized using
clockless gates. As future work, we will develop a logic
design method and a logic synthesis tool for designing a
circuit in the proposed architecture.
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